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Abstract

In this paper, we revisit some optimal risk sharing problems regard-
ing the price agreement between a buyer and a seller of a non-divisible,
non-marketed contingent claim, whether the financial markets are in-
complete. The approach we propose relies on the notion of the pricing
functional. The mathematical expression of the price agreement prob-
lem and the quantification of the risk exposure for the buyer and the
seller, in order to achieve it leads to a Nash Equilibrium problem.
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1 Price Agreement Optimal Risk Sharing

We consider [2], as the most important work in this topic. This contribution’s
aim is to improve the modification of the notion of the residual risk cited in
[2]. The approach proposed in [2], introduces a partial equilibrium problem be-
tween two agents on some specified vector of contingent claims, for a specified
incomplete market. In [2], it is supposed that there exist portfolios of this vec-
tor which are replicated by the market. This assumption is removed from the
present work. Due to this lack, the price agreement takes a relaxed form, de-
spite the fact that the incomplete market is specified. Residual Risk may take
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here the form of the change of beliefs’ error fi−f e
i , i = 1, 2. The partial equilib-

rium fashion of the whole problem remains, since we reach a Nash Equilibrium
modification. The change of beliefs idea comes from [4]. We recall the Order
Version of the 1st Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing (see [3]): Let E be
a Banach lattice and M be a sublattice of E. If M admits a strictly positive
projection, then every strictly positive and continuous functional f : M → R,
admits a strictly positive, continuous extension on E. Also, if E is a Banach
lattice and M is a sublattice of E such that every strictly positive and continu-
ous functional f : M → R, admits a strictly positive, continuous extension on
E, then M admits a strictly positive projection. We consider a closed sublat-
tice M of some Banach lattice E which admits a strictly positive projection.
According to, the market M is incomplete. Moreover, according to the 1st
Order FTAP, a non-empty set of pricing functionals

DM = {f ∈ E∗|f = P ∗(g), g : M → R}

exists, such that every f ∈ DM is a strictly positive functional of E+. We
also consider some c /∈ M being a contingent claim, which is subject to price
agreement, between two agents i = 1, 2. The agent i = 1 is called seller and
the agent i = 2 is called buyer of c. But which is the exact meaning of price
agreement? An appication of the Separation Theorem on {c} and M implies
that there exists f ∈ E∗, f 6= 0, a ∈ R, ε > 0 such that

f(m) ≥ a+ ε > a ≥ f(c),m ∈M.

Since M is a subspace, a may be taken to be equal to zero in these separation
inequalities. Hence, there exists some f ∈ E∗ which is strictly positive on M
and consequently on M ∩ E+, whose values satisfy the inequalities

f(m) ≥ ε > 0 ≥ f(c),m ∈M, ε > 0.

This implies the existence of some f ∈ DM , such that f(c) < 0 < ε. If f1, f2
are pricing functionals such that fi(c) < 0 < ε, 1 = 1, 2 for some ε > 0, then
|f1(c) − f2(c)| < ε. Since, we cannot avoid these situations in incomplete
markets, price agreement between the agents i = 1, 2 has to be understood not
by the equation f1(c) = f2(c), but by a ε-relaxation:

|f1(c)− f2(c)| ≤ ε, ε > 0, f1, f2 ∈ DM .

Also, by its definition, DM is a wedge of functionals in E∗, hence a convex set.
Also, since c is an element of E, the condition of ε-relaxation is equivalent to
the folowing one:

f1 − f2 ∈ W ∗(0, c, ε), ε > 0, f1, f2 ∈ DM ,
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where
W ∗(0, c, ε) = {h ∈ E∗||h(c)| ≤ ε},

is the closed σ(E∗, E)-neighborhood of zero defined by c, ε. By Alaoglu Weak-
Compactness and Eberlein -Smulian Theorems W ∗(0, c, ε) ∩ B is σ(E∗, E) -
compact, where B is a convex and norm- bounded subset of E∗. On the other
hand, the two agents do have a expected pricing functional for each other f e

1 , f
e
2 ,

respectively. Each of these pricing functionals as a singleton, indicates a simple
form of belief set of each agent about the other one. A natural assumption in
this case is that under f e

1 , f
e
2 , ε -price agreement is not achieved, namely

|f e
1 (c)− f e

2 (c)| > ε.

Hence, each agent is reluctant to depart from their initial belief pricing func-
tional about the other one, so that ε-price agreement to be achieved. The risk
exposure that each agent i adopts relies on the distance - it may be equal- to
the distance ‖fj − f e

j ‖, j 6= i, between the pricing functional that the other
agent finally selects, so that the ε-price agreement to be achieved. This fact
indicates a strategic behaviour by both the agents, who do have Incomplete
but always Decreased Information about each other, see [6]. For this reason,
we posed the restriction ‖fi − f e

i ‖ ≤ δ, δ > 0. Since the two agents depart
from their initial beliefs, it is rational to require that the corresponding balls
are centered at f e

i , hence ‖fi − f e
i ‖ ≤ δ, δ > 0. Under these conditions, the

following Price Agreement Optimal Risk Problems arise:

(i) The Incomplete Information PAORS Problem for the seller i = 1 is stated
as follows:

inf ‖f2 − f e
2‖

s.t. |f1(c)− f2(c)| ≤ ε,

f2 ∈ DM , ‖f2 − f e
2‖ ≤ δ,

ε > 0, δ > 0,

given some f1 ∈ DM . That’s because the incomplete information of i = 1
refers to the selection of the pricing functional by i = 2.

(ii) The Incomplete Information PAORS Problem for the buyer i = 2 is
respectively stated as follows:

inf ‖f1 − f e
1‖

s.t. |f1(c)− f2(c)| ≤ ε,

f1 ∈ DM , ‖f1 − f e
1‖ ≤ δ,

ε > 0, δ > 0,

given some f2 ∈ DM . In the same way, the incomplete information for
the buyer i = 2 refers to the selection of the pricing functional by i = 1.
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1.1 Optimization Problems and Nash Equilibrium

Theorem 1. The solution set of the Problem (ii) is non-empty and σ(E∗, E)-
compact.

Proof: The conclusion arises from [1, Th.2.43], since the set of restrictions
is σ(E∗, E)-compact and the norm function is weak-star lower semicontinuous.

Theorem 2. The solution set of the Problem (iii) is non-empty and σ(E∗, E)-
compact.

Proof: The conclusion arises from [1, Th.2.43], since the set of restrictions
is σ(E∗, E)-compact and the norm function is weak-star lower semicontinuous.

Theorem 3. Every set of minimizers (f ∗
1 , f

∗
2 ) consisted by a solution f ∗

2 of the
Problem (ii) given f ∗

1 , which is a solution to the Problem (iii) and vice versa,
is a Nash-Equilibrium to the Non-Cooperative Game described above.

Proof: Obvious from the definition of a Nash Equilibrium.

The problems we mentioned are not present in a static form, alike the
one we presented them in the previous Section. Optimization is repeated
so that ε-price agreement to be achieved. A sequential approximation of it
seems to be sufficient to describe this fact in a dynamic form in the sense
that the two agents may reach the equilibrium ’step-by-step’. Hence, if E is a
reflexive Banach lattice, hence E∗ is a reflexive Banach lattice, too. Though in
general, Orlicz spaces are used in finance due to the Remark of [5, Th.3.1] that
the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing holds for the class of very simple
processes, we may consider the case of reflexive Lp spaces, as a case of this.

Hence we take the following

Theorem 4. Each Nash Equilibrium (f ∗
1 , f

∗
2 ) is sequentially approximated if

E is reflexive.

Proof: Each weakly compact set is weakly sequentially compact. Hence,
according to [1, Th.2.43], for each optimal selection of f ∗

i , there is a sequence
(fj,n)n, j 6= i, i, j = 1, 2, such that fj,n converges to the minimum norm in the
problem of the agent j in the weak topology.
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